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published in association with the 

international society for the linguistics of english

 i Editorial
Laurel J. Brinton, Patrick Honeybone, Bernd Kortmann and Elena Seoane

  articles 1  Change and stability in goose, goat and foot: back vowel dynamics 
in Carlisle English   
 Sandra Jansen  

  31  The role of encyclopedic world knowledge in semantic transparency 
intuitions of idioms   
 Kris Ramonda  

  55   Light verb semantics in the International Corpus of English: 
 onomasiological variation, identity evidence and degrees of lightness
 Seth Mehl  

  81    Th is here town: evidence for the development of the English  determiner 
system from a vernacular demonstrative construction in York English 
 Laura Rupp and Sali A. Tagliamonte  

  105  From pause to word: uh, um and er in written American English   
 Gunnel Tottie  

  131   Subject and adjacency eff ects in the Old Northumbrian gloss to the 
Lindisfarne Gospels
 Marcelle Cole  

  155   Expressing conditionality in earlier English
 Meta Links  

  183   Parenthetical reporting clauses in the history of English: the 
 development of quotative inversion
 Anna Cichosz  

 reviews 215    Debra Ziegeler, Converging grammars: Constructions in Singapore English
 (Reviewed by Thomas Hoffmann) 

 221    Isabel Moskowich, Gonzalo Camiña Rioboo, Inés Lareo and Begoña 
Crespo (eds.), ‘The conditioned and the unconditioned’: Late Modern 
English texts on philosophy

 (Reviewed by Feng (Kevin) Jiang) 

  226    Robert McColl Millar, Contact: The interaction of closely related 
 linguistic varieties and the history of English

 (Reviewed by Raymond Hickey) 
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